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ABSTRACT 

 The societal setup of pre-independent India was male-dominated and that was prevalent still the implementation 

of the New Economic Policy. The LPG policies have brought the attention of Indian women to follow the 

western culture and inspire them to come on the social front. The subsequent changes have marked in the 

educational and employment scenario. The women in India have achieved an almost equal position to men. The 

traditional role of women has been changed along with the changes made by the globalisation. This paper is a 

modest attempt to analyse the changes of women status in the history of India and in the era of 

globalisation. The study has adopted discriptive research design and informations are gathered from various 

books, journals and reports.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The present Indian society has developed from the socio-economic setup of various periods that have made a 

critical commitment to embellishment the present society. Indian history is the historical backdrop of human 

development and arrangement of present-day India. The India society is male commanded and women are 

treated with some level of segregation. Amid the most punctual time, women were underestimated and their 

status is helpless and their rights were denied in both home and open. Their social efficient, instructive, sports 

and social interest were commonly inaccessible to them. The ladies were not genuinely treated by the man-

centric culture. In the previous couple of thousand years, the status of women had expanded by the reformers the 

two people. In present-day India, women have held high workplaces including that of the President of India, 

Prime Minister, Speaker of the Lok Sabha and Rajya Sabha, Union Ministers, Chief Ministers, Governors, etc. 

The Indian Constitution anchored the women' rights through equality, freedom, and opportunity from 

segregation. 
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II. STATUS OF WOMEN IN BRITISH RULE 

During the British Rule, numerous reformers, for example, Rajaram Mohan Roy, Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar 

and Jyoti Rao Puli battled for the advancement of women. Peary Charan Sarkar, a previous understudy of Hindu 

College, Calcutta and an individual from "Youthful Bengal", set up the main free school for young ladies in 

India in 1847 in Barasat, a suburb of Calcutta (later the school was named Kalikrishna Girls' High School). 

While this may propose that there was no positive British commitment amid the Raj period that isn't altogether 

the situation. Raja Rammohan Roy's endeavours prompted the nullification of Sati under Governor-General 

William Cavendish-Bentinck in 1829. Ishwar Chandra Vidyasagar's campaign for development in the 

circumstance of widows prompted the Widow Remarriage Act of 1856. Besides, different development and 

disturbance driven by different reformers battled for women rights and empowerment. 

In 1917, the first women's appointment met the Secretary of State to request women' political rights, upheld by 

the Indian National Congress. In 1929, the Child Marriage Restraint Act was passed, stipulating fourteen as the 

base period of marriage for a girl. In spite of the fact that Mahatma Gandhi himself wedded at thirteen years old, 

he later encouraged individuals to blacklist child marriage and called upon young men to wed child widows. 

 

III. INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS IN FAVOUR OF WOMEN 

Government of India and numerous International conventions have drafted numerous great arrangements to 

mindful the women about their rights which were "Mexico plan of activity (1975)","the Nairobi forward-looking 

strategies(1985)","the Beijing statement" and also "the stage for action(1995)" and the result record embraced 

by the UNGA session on sex equity and improvement and harmony for the 21st century, titled "further activities 

and organizations to execute the Beijing presentation and the stage for activity have been wholeheartedly 

supported by India for proper development, key among them is the endorsement of the "Convention on 

Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW)" in 1993. 

 

IV. CONSTITUTIONAL REMEDIES FOR WOMEN EMPOWERMENT 

The guideline of gender equality is embraced in the Indian Constitution in its Preamble, Fundamental Rights, 

Fundamental Duties and Directive Principles. The Constitution awards equity to women, as well as enables the 

State to embrace proportions of positive separation for women. Inside the system of a vote based nation, our 

laws, improvement approaches, Plans and projects have gone for women' progression in various circles. 

Women in India who take an interest completely in areas such as education, employment, sports, politics, media, 

art and culture, service sectors, science and technology, etc.  The Constitution of India certifications to every 

single Indian woman equality (Article 14), no separation by the State (Article 15(1), equity of chance (Article 

16), parallel pay for equivalent work (Article 39(d) and Article 42. Furthermore, it enables extraordinary 

arrangements to be made by the State for women and kids (Article 15(3), disavows rehearses injurious to the 

pride of women (Article 51(A) (e), and furthermore takes into account arrangements to be made by the State for 

anchoring just and compassionate states of work and for maternity help (Article 42). 
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V. FORMATION OF NGO’S FOR WOMEN EMPOWERMENT 

During the 1990s, grants from foreign donor agencies empowered the arrangement of new women-oriented 

NGOs. Self-help groups and NGOs, for example, Self Employed Women's Association (SEWA) have assumed 

a noteworthy job in the headway of women' rights in India. Numerous women have risen as pioneers of nearby 

developments; for instance, Medha Patkar of the Narmada Bachao Andolan. 

 

VI. NATIONAL COMMISSION AND POLICY MEASURES IN FAVOUR OF WOMEN 

The National Commission for Women was set up by an act of parliament in 1990 to shields the rights and lawful 

privileges of women. The 73rd and 74th changes (1993) to the constitution of India have given to reservation of 

seats in the nearby assortments of panchayats and regions for women resting a strong establishment for their 

interest in basic leadership at the neighbourhood levels. India has likewise sanctioned different international 

conventions and human rights instruments resolving to anchor meet privileges of women, key among them is the 

support of the Convention on Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) in 1993. 

Government of India has surrounded an arrangement called the national strategy for the empowerment of 

women (2001), this strategy is passing on a mindfulness among the women, most of the women don't have the 

foggiest idea about that constitution concede equality to women, as well as engages the state to receive 

proportions of positive segregation for women, inside the structure of a majority rule country, our laws, 

improvement strategies, plans and programmes have gone for ladies' headway in various circles. The fifth five-

year plan (1974-78)  has been a stamped move in the way to deal with women' issues from welfare to 

progression. 

The Government of India announced 2001 as the year of Women's Empowerment. The National Policy for 

Empowerment of Women came was passed in 2001. According to a 2011 survey directed by the Thomson 

Reuters Foundation, India was the "fourth most hazardous nation" on the planet for women, India was 

additionally noted as the most noticeably bad nation for women among the G20 nations, in any case, this report 

has confronted feedback for advancing off-base observations. On 9 March 2010, one after a long time, Rajya 

Sabha passed the Women's Reservation Bill necessitating that 33% of seats in India's Parliament and state 

authoritative bodies be held for women.  

In October 2017 another survey conducted by Thomson Reuters Foundation found that Delhi was the fourth 

most perilous megacity (add up to 40 on the world) for women and it was additionally the most exceedingly 

terrible megacity on the planet for women when it came to sexual viciousness, the danger of assault and 

harassment. In 2014, an Indian family court in Mumbai decided that a spouse questioning his better half wearing 

a kurta and pants and compelling her to wear a sari adds up to mercilessness delivered by the husband and can 

be a ground to look for separation. The spouse was in this way allowed a separation on the ground of cold-

bloodedness as characterized under segment 27(1)(d) of Special Marriage Act, 1954. On 22 August 2017, the 

Indian Supreme Court esteemed moment triple talaq(talaq-e-biddat) unlawful. 
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VII. IMPACT OF GLOBALISATION 

7.1. Influence on family and marriage 

Effect of Globalization has tested the traditional role of women in homemaking, cultivating, domesticated 

animals, creature farming, painstaking work, handlooms and so forth and brought about a moderately better 

condition for women. Women have more employment, turn out to be more dynamic in roads by and large held 

for men have assumed a more noticeable job in the public arena and not simply limited to the family unit. It has 

influenced both the quantity and the quality of work accessible to the larger part of women in India. 

Globalization has represented a noteworthy test to the foundation of man-centric society in India. As women 

take up occupations and accomplish social portability, they have additionally started to go to bat for their rights. 

As family units have turned out to be more typical, it has turned out to be less demanding for women to 

decisively guarantee their rights and request balance in a domain not stuck in old mores. A wedding inside a 

similar caste has turned out to be less imperative, and women have by and large claimed all authority to wed 

whoever they pick regardless of standing. 

 

7.2. Problem Faced by Women in Indian Society 

Poverty is one of the real issues to deny every one of the women rights and interest in the general public. It also 

directly affects women and girls. In India, a status of widows even regarded as more terrible and they were 

viewed as game changing and were not allowed to go to social cooperation. Aside from that, the issue of child 

marriage is an unpredictable one as a result of religious customs, social practices, financial factors and visually 

impaired convictions, this training was for the most part in country India. Also, Sati Pratha began where ladies 

were burntalive on the demise of a spouse to dispose of widows as they were treated as obligation, it was treated 

as brutal and barbarous custom after different development and disturbance driven by Raja Ram Mohan Roy 

and different reformers. Likewise that there were different issues looked by women, for example, female child 

murder and specific sex fetus removal and so on. 

 

7.3. Positive impacts of globalization 

The positive effect of globalization likewise brought the higher and quality education has turned out to be 

possible for those women who can manage the cost of them, economically and socially. Besides making the 

business openings in mechanical and other propelled areas, which have a worldwide bearing, have opened up 

for appropriately qualified women. It's additionally the changing state of mind towards ladies, particularly in the 

urban regions; women appreciate more just arrangement of gender relations. And also decrease in sexual 

orientation imbalances will have a beneficial outcome on women' strengthening in the financial setting. What's 

more that attitudinal change towards women' job in the family because of good instruction, advantages of family 

arranging and health care, child care, good job opportunities, and so on. It will likewise without a doubt help in 

the advancement of more confident and healthy women. 
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7.4. Negative impacts of globalization  

Globalization has expanded the number of low paid, part-time and exploitative occupations for women. 

Expanded costs because of open economy request more adapt up to changes from women. With expanding 

family units, the more established women' life has turned out to be hopeless, now and again spending their later 

days in maturity homes and confinement. The feminization of populace has additionally disturbed this issue. So 

also, male relocation from country territories to the urban area has put the ladies under the triple weight of 

homemaking, cultivating and work in the rustic segment. In the meantime, relocation of women for financial 

reasons has prompted expanded abuse including lewd behaviour, misuse and trafficking. 

 

IIX. CONCLUSION 

The constitutional and legal safeguards in favour of women and essential policy measures taken by the 

government in British rule as well as after Independence has not empowered the women completely. But we can 

say that Women have been occupying the highest positions in India. Particularly, Smt. Indira Ganthi, Smt. 

Pratheepapatel, and Smt Meerakumar were occupied the Prime Minister, President and Speaker of Loksabha in 

parliament. As well as we can say that several women’s who had been occupied and occupying the Position 

such as Chief Ministers like Selvi Jayalalitha in TamilNadu, Miss. Mayavathi in Uttrapradesh, and Miss. Mamta 

Banerjee in West Bengal etc. In addition that, women have occupying various position in all the sectors. Apart 

from that,in our modern society date to date news about honour killing, sexual offences like rape, murder, sexual 

harassment at workplace, dowry death and exploitation etc. Because women who are physically and mentally 

weaker section in male domination society and  also easily vulnerable by others.  

In the historical perspectives, the concept of women empowerment in earliest period was less discussed and role 

of women in socio-economic and political participation was found to be less. But, empowerment has become 

one of the most important concerns in our present scenario. Government should be ensure equal opportunities 

and privileges to the women. But, It has not only initiative alone by the government but also Stakeholders, legal 

experts, academicians, NGOs and public should take necessary action along with government to create 

awareness about equal rights, privileges and opportunities for self-decision making and socio-economic and 

political participation and reservation in the society. 
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